
An integrated 3D approach for handling geometry and simulation data inplanning processesPeter Apian-BennewitzFraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, ISEThermal and Optical SystemsSolar Building GroupD-79100 Freiburg, Germanyapian@ise.fhg.dehttp://ise.fhg.de/radianceABSTRACTWe present the philosophy, implementation and experience with rshow, a tool for integrated display ofthree-dimensional data during the planning and architectural design process. In a compact and expansibleinterface, it combines the building geometry with simulation data, e.g. daylighting, thermal analysis orairow data. One main idea is to display the inherently three-dimensional building form as truly 3D datawhich can be interpreted as intuitively as possible. Scalar or vector simulation data can be added into this3D visualization, resulting in a homogeneous and consistent summary of available design criteria.To implement this technically, the core display engine was designed to run e�ectively on standardcomputers in the NT range as well as high-end UNIX visualization workstations. The response to typical,frequently occurring user tasks is fast enough on all systems to give the user su�cient 'feeling' for the 3Ddata sets. 11 INTRODUCTIONThe planning and construction of buildings re-lies increasingly on computer generated numericaldata. These ensure both a high standard and ac-celerate the planning process. Typical examplesof computer simulations include stress analysis ofconcrete and steel structures, thermal calculationsof walls and interior spaces, lighting with arti�cialsources and daylight in o�ce spaces or museums,computational uid dynamics of air ows in in-terior spaces and acoustics of theatres and halls.Each of these areas uses its own set of programs,which generally are becoming faster and easier touse, but all of them generate an increasing amountof data.The Solar Building group at Fraunhofer ISEhas accumulated �eld experience with simulationtools over 10 years, during which it became ap-parent that the visualization of simulation dataplays a key role: During the planning and con-sultancy phase, the interactive use of simulationprograms becomes faster because results are in-terpreted more easily. Communication with oth-ers in a project is easier since results are clear andkey points easy to grasp. And �nally the samehigh quality visualization may inuence decisionsby the client side. This is especially useful whenpresenting advanced concepts or materials.In the following we describe the rshow project,which was originally started in 1993 to visualizedaylight distributions in interior spaces. Based on

in-house experience and feedback by internationalusers, it was largely rewritten during 1997/98to extend visualization to a broader set of data.The design philosophy of rshow will be outlined,together with examples of di�erent data typesand their visualization. Comparisons to similarprojects are sketched briey.2 INTERFACE PROFILE ANDDESIGN PHILOSOPHY OF RSHOWThe rshow project's aim is to write a software toolfor displaying data to engineers in a way which isexible, quick and easy to handle. This is deter-mined by the following parameters:� Workow� Type of data to be displayed� Display methodWe will proceed along this list to explain rshow'sprinciples.2.1 Envisioned WorkowRshow is conceived of as the front end for han-dling simulation data during planning. It is a toolto analyze performance aspects where the geomet-ric building shape is de�ned. Therefore no e�ort1To be published at Second European Conference on Product and Process Modelling, 19-21 Oct. 1998, BRE Watford, UK



Type De�nition Area Datascalar surfaces temperaturesurfaces irradiance �vector sphere light scattering functions (BRTF ) �vector volumes air ow, sheer forcestensor volumes sheer tensorTab. 1: Datatypes commonly found in building simulation. Those marked with � are used in examples in the text.has been made to implement CAD features formanipulating the building shape.It is used in addition to CAD programs, sincethese are very rarely adapted to the needs of simu-lation programs, mainly since simulations need ad-ditional parameters per surface or volume, whichare not accessible from the CAD GUI.Rshow was not written as a plug-in to CADprograms, as existing software which does (e.g.SiView [Sch97]) was found too limited in theirmethods of displaying data.The parameters and material propertiesneeded for numerical analysis are fed to the simu-lation program by rshow, which in turn displaysthe results in the three-dimensional context of thebuilding envelope. Making this loop easy andquick to use creates a working environment wheredi�erent strategies, methods or materials can betested, selected and checked with ease.Some numerical algorithms, especially forlighting analysis, are implemented internally inrshow, while other calculations are done externallyby other programs. Data for the latter case is ex-changed by �les or, if the operating systems per-mits, by pipe.Rshow is not primarily intended for laypeople,as it does not hide technical aspects of simulationsand parameters from the user. Our experiencewith simulation programs was that none of themcombine robustness, speed and precision in anautomatic way to ensure consistent results whenused without a careful and experienced check ontheir numerical parameters.2.2 Available Types of DataThe discipline of scienti�c visualization has devel-oped a spectrum of methods for displaying data,most of which are related to computational uiddynamics (airows) and stress analysis. Thesedata undergo considerable processing in whichsurfaces or vector �elds are generated for display.

However, most data found in building simulationare de�ned as scalar quantities on surfaces (Ta-ble 1), which poses comparatively few problemsin terms of scienti�c visualization ([Men90]). Wewill focus on scalar quantities in this paper, asthey are frequently used. In this category, light-ing quantities (e.g. irradiance and radiance) willbe taken as primary examples.2.3 Structure of rshowFor displaying three-dimensional data with agraphical user interface (GUI) on UNIX and NTplatforms, we chose the following components andlibraries:� Language: ANSI-C for exibility, standard-ization and speed� 3D library: Open-GL, the de-facto industrystandard� GUI: Tcl/Tk for cross-platform support(UNIX, Mac, NT)Note that higher level 3D libraries or toolkits (e.g.Inventor o�ered by Silicon Graphics Inc.) werebot chosen, as they were considered too be to in-exible or proprietary.Rshow itself is divided into two main parts:core functions (window handling, device handling)and modular drawing functions. The latter han-dle di�erent types of data and display styles, link-ing their own GUI routines to the core GUI. Thismodular approach o�ers extensibility and exibil-ity.Displaying potentially complex three dimen-sional geometry at interactive update rates needscomputer power which traditionally has been theexclusive domain of high-end workstations. Aspart of the current trend to bring 3D graphics toPC systems, the hardware costs fell signi�cantly.Rshow is intended to run on systems varying frommidrange PC systems to high-end workstations.Interactive update rates are achieved for all plat-forms by limiting display features depending onhardware speed.



Fig. 1: The core window of rshow: Pull down menus are located at top, a navigation bar is located below theimage. The sliders adjust line-of-sight, the arrow buttons provide lateral movement. Extension input devices areused if available. Data courtesy Ipas

Fig. 2: Display in multiple windows o�er di�erent views and display modes. The camera model displayed in theleft window represents the view position in the right window, a feature most often used to navigate in complexspaces.



Rshow uses additional input devices were avail-able (see below). Free maneuvering in 3D spacewas found to be easier with additional input de-vices, especially if they o�er 6 axis of freedom (e.g.SpaceMouse). Furthermore such a con�gurationallows a fast two-handed method of working, onehand for navigation, the other one for selectingsurfaces, data values or options.Regarding Virtual Reality, mostly associatedwith helmet-mounted-display (HMD), data-glovesand other immersive technologies, rshow took aconservative approach as these technologies arenot frequent at user sides. However, an implemen-tation at core level is seen as straight forward.Primary development environments are LinuxPentium-PC, OnyxII by Silicon Graphics andHewlett-Packard HP777 workstations. Betareleases are frequently made available on theweb at http://ise.fhg.de/radiance/pabs-toolbox/rshow/newrshow.html.2.4 Core FeaturesThe core implements a multi-window, single-process, full 3D and extensible drawing environ-ment in which the routines for data display areembedded. Fig. 1 shows the GUI as de�ned bythe core tcl/tk functions, to which the data dis-play functions add their own speci�c pull-down orpop-menu menus.Multi-window display is made possible by amodular approach to drawing and GUI tcl/tk rou-tines and o�ers multiple views of the same geo-metric data set with di�erent display modes pos-sible (Fig. 2). Rshow implements an internalevent distribution for external events, window re-sizing, changes in geometry and adaptive re�ne-ment. Each window has a 3D-camera associatedwith it, specifying view position, angles, type andauxiliary parameters. It can be seen as a view intothe virtual 3D world.The "single-process" rshow does not "fork"processes, as the NT operating system doesn't of-fer process communications as powerful as UNIX.Consequently task switching, e.g. between di�er-ent drawing windows, is implemented internally.Under UNIX, extension devices are handledthrough the standard X-window protocol, usingX's very powerful abstraction layer for input ex-tensions. In practice this includes economic joy-sticks on PCs running Linux as well as high-end6-axis devices like SpaceBall or SpaceMouse onSilicon Graphics Onyx machines. Additionally,

devices not supported by the X-server could behandled by the rshow I/O module through serial-or other I/O ports.The display process requires optimization toachieve interactive update rates, which is poten-tially handled in the core functions with culling,display list compiling and display mode switching.
2.5 Examples for Data DisplayRshow modules for data display consist of twoparts: C-code and tcl/tk scripts, which attach tothe core of the program. The display possibili-ties of these modules are practically unlimited, asthey use Open-GL commands directly to de�netheir 3D objects.Typically these objects are stored in Open-GLdisplay-lists, which are called by the redrawingfunction de�ned in the modules. However, its upto the modules to use display-lists or not.The drawing subroutine written in C com-municate with the tcl/tk scripts of the GUI forthat module. If a user changes the drawing styleor other parameters of an object, this change ishandled locally inside the module. Among otherstructures, this is crucial for an extensible pro-gram.We illustrate the ideas with three examples:The basic building shape forms the backbone ofvisualization, irradiance levels are one of the sim-pler examples of visualization and the visualiza-tion of light scattering is slightly more complex.
2.5.1 Geometric building shapeThe building shape is read from �les generated byCAD programs and consists of so called geometricprimitives, such as polygons, cylinders or spheres.Some CAD formats allow more complex types likenon-uniform-rational-b-splines (NURBS) [Fro98].These primitives are broken down into Open-GLpolygons suitable for the display hardware, whichdraws them according to preselected styles.Four parameters for drawing the buildingshape seem relevant for visualization, as shown inthe examples.� Solid, shaded, textured display



Fig. 3: Illumination levels at 1m height in a planned seminar room. Building geometry displayed as wireframe.Seconds later the user can press a button and start the rendering shown in Fig.4. The orientation of the plane forilluminance calculations is freely chosen by the user.

Fig. 4: Raytraced image of seminar room, using the RADIANCE raytracing engine to display luminance valuesduring the rshow session from Fig.3. Note the partially visible projected image.



� Wireframe for speed� Clipping planes for display of internal struc-tures (cutaway view)� Translucent for display of internal structures2.5.2 Luminance and IlluminancedisplayTraditional lighting analysis consisted of checkingirradiance levels on working surfaces to comply tolegal requirements and experience. Newer studiesof visual comfort use radiance and luminance askey values to identify glare, veiling reections andother parameters.Fig. 3 shows an rshow screen with a classicalexample of illuminance values mapped to a false-color scale. The wavelength dependent irradiancevalues typically calculated by the light simulationprogram are converted to one illuminance value,which is mapped to a color.A luminance calculation with di�erent lightsources is shown in Fig. 4. Adaptive raytracingis used to get a physically valid image of the lightdistribution in the scene. These calculations arestarted on demand of the user either within thershow window in foreground mode (adaptive re-�nement) or in batch mode, optionally across anetwork of machines.As in the irradiance simulation, the calcula-tions are done internally in rshow using routines ofthe Radiance Synthetic Image System ([WLS98]).Combined with an easy to use display of simu-lation parameters, this visualization makes highprecision lighting calculations as easy as pressinga button.
2.5.3 Daylighting (BRTF display)New materials are available for daylighting (e.g.switchable materials, like thermo-chrome) [jou94],but not yet common practice. Sometimes the im-plementation of the concept and the selection ofa new building material is therefore not intuitiveand helped considerably by visualization. Fig. 6and Fig. 5 show a translucent material as an ex-ample.Generally, light scattering is characterizedby the bidirectional-reectance-transmittance-function (BRTF ). At a point of the material sur-face it is given as: BRTF (~xout; ~xin). The two vec-tors specify the outgoing and incidents light direc-

tions (see [AB95] for an introduction to BRTF s)For our discussion here its simply a quantity de-pending on four angles. The incoming light di-rection depends on time of day, building locationand orientation. The visualization has to show theBRTF values for a user selectable incoming direc-tion by displayingBRTF f (�out; �out). This data isvery similar to a candlepower-distribution-curvesfound with lamps.Fig. 6 combines a display of measured mate-rial characteristic with a display of the resultantilluminance distribution, which depend on addi-tional properties. To see both in one image has ad-vantages: It veri�es the congruence between mea-sured data and the mathematical model which isused for light simulation. And it shows the in-uence of other parameters, like geometry of thebuilding or wall reectance more clearly.Similar arguments hold true for arti�cial light-ing and candlepower-distribution-curves.The data BRTF f (�out; �out) is displayed asa surface de�ned by triangulation, a standardmethod which was used at ISE outside rshow be-fore. Displaying the distribution inside the build-ing shape handles all geometric transformation forwindow orientation, sun position, time of day etc.The engineer can focus on the interaction be-tween the material and the building geometry, se-lecting di�erent materials from a database andtesting their light output for di�erent times of dayand seasons. Light calculations for the interiorspaces, in which the properties of walls etc., aretaken into account are started next.3 CONCLUSIONThe framework of this new program to visualizedata related to the planning of buildings was pre-sented and the ideas demonstrated with examples.Other �elds, e.g. airow simulation, may use theirown concepts within rshow.Consistency of results is greatly enhanced bycombining CAD geometric data with display ofnumerical calculations. Using one graphical fron-tend for a variety of di�erent simulation tools isuser friendlier and faster for the user.The conceptual openness to other data typesand the direct use of OpenGL make rshow moreexible and extendable than other programs. Thisallows the engineer to model and visualize di�er-ent aspects of the cross-linked design process in amodular and consistent step-by-step way.



Fig. 5: Cutaway view of planned museum building. The rear space is partially lighted by a celestory band oftranslucent material as shown in the detailed view Fig. 6. Note: This is an rshow example, not a proposition for aworking daylighting application.

Fig. 6: Closer view at rear section of museum. The scattering characteristic (BRTF ), which characterizes thetranslucent window material, was measured at Fraunhofer-ISE and is displayed as surface de�ned polar coordi-nates. As explained in the text, this is similar to candlepower distribution curves. Illuminance levels 1m aboveoor-level are displayed as a falsecolored plane.
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